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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the algorithmic learning, by example in the 
limit, of programs that compute recursive functions. The particular focus is 
on the relationship of three parameters that effect inferribility: the number 
of experimental trials, the plurality of approaches to the particular learning 
problem, and the accuracy of the final result. Each of these parameters has 
been examined extensively before. However, the precise characterization of 
the three-way interaction between these parameters is still not known. This 
paper makes significant progress toward a complete solution. 
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In what follows, we introduce the necessary terminology and review the 
relevant literature. For an introduction to the topic of inductive inference, 
see (Angluin and Smith, 1983). The interest in the field shown by computer 
scientists is essentially due to artificial intelligence considerations (Angluin 
and Smith, 1987). We now proceed to develope notation and to discuss the 
fundamental concepts behind inductive inference. 
Members of N, the natural numbers, will serve as program names. The 
positive natural numbers will be denoted by N +. ‘pO, ql, is an acceptable 
programming system (Machtey and Young, 1978) containing all and only 
the partial recursive functions of a single argument. The acceptability 
means that certain natural properties hold for the chosen enumeration of 
the partial recursive functions. Program i computes the function ‘pi. f and 
g will be used to denote recursive functions for which no program for 
computing them is yet known. c denotes subset and c denotes proper 
subset. The learning will be performed by inductive inference machines 
(abbreviated: IIM) that input the graph of a recursive function and output 
programs intended to compute the function generating the input. Suppose 
an IIM M is given the graph off as input. We may suppose without loss 
of generality that f is given in its natural order (f(O), f(l), . ..) to M (Blum 
and Blum, 1975). M will output a (possibly infinite) sequence of programs 
PO, Pl, ...? each of which may or may not compute f: M is said to converge 
on input from f (written: M( f )I) iff either the sequence pO, pl, . . . is finite 
and nonempty or there is an n such that for all n’ 3 n, p,,, = p,,. 
M( f )I = p,, means that either the sequence of output programs is finite 
with length n + 1 or all but the first n programs in the sequence are 
precisely p,. M(a) denotes the most recent output, if any, produced by M 
on input from the finite sample 0. 
Gold (1967) introduced a criterion of successful inference called “iden- 
tification in the limit.” This notion will be called EX identification. An IIM 
A4 EX-infersf (writtenfE ,5X(M)) iff M( f )I p and (p,, =f: Each IIM will 
EX infer some set of recursive functions. EX denotes the class of such sets, 
e.g., EX = {S I(3M) [ S c EX( M)] }. EX stands for “explain,” a term consis- 
tent with the philosophical motivations for the study of inductive inference, 
see (Case and Smith, 1983). 
For EX inference, the machine must produce a program that is correct 
on all inputs. This makes the inference more difficult, or perhaps as 
suggested in (Valiant, 1984), impractical. A partial recursive function tj is 
an n-variant of a recursive function f (written $ = “f ) iff the cardinality of 
({xl~(x)T}u {xIIC/(x)l#f(x)))Gn. * . is a f inite variant of f (written 
$=*f) iff ({x~$(x)~}u{x~~(x)~#f(x)}) is finite. For any aENu 
{*}, an IIM M EX”infersf (written f E EX”(M)) iff M( f )I p and 
(pp=Ilf: Similarly, for any aENu(*), EX”= (S((~M)[SEEX”(M)]~. 
Note that EX” = EX. EX inference was introduced in (Blum and Blum, 
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1975) and EX” inference, for a # 0, Sr, was introduced in (Case and Smith, 
1983). In the inequalities used to state the hypothesis of some of the 
theorems below, * is considered to be greater than any member of N. 
Although counting the number of mind changes an IIM makes before 
converging is not an abstract measure of the complexity of inference (Daley 
and Smith, 1986), it does provide a reasonable estimate for implemented 
inference systems. Consequently, the number of mind changes made by 
inference machines has received considerable attention (Barzdin and 
Freivalds, 1972; Case and Smith, 1983; Case and Ngo Manguelle; Jantke, 
1979; Kinber, 1977; Smith, 1982; Velauthapillai, 1986; Wiehagen et al., 
1984). A subscript b on the class name indicates a success criterion where 
the IIM converges after no more than b changes of conjecture. If b = Ir 
then the IIM is allowed finitely many mind changes. Formally, for 
a, b E N u {*}, an IIM A4 EXZ-infersf (written f E EX;(M)) iff M( f )I p 
in at most b changes of conjecture (mind changes) and (pp= “f- For 
a, b E N u (*), EXf: = (Sl(3M) SC EXg(M)). Consequently, EX= EX,. A 
fundamental relationship between anomalies and mind changes is given by: 
EX;: G EX; iff [a < c and b < d] (Case, 1983). 
The Blums (1975) constructed two IIMs which inferred classes whose 
union was not inferrible by any IIM. Subsequently, this result was 
extended to arbitrarily large finite unions (Smith, 1982). A set of 
functions S is inferred by the team M1, M,, . . . . M, if for each f e S 
there is an 1 d i Q n such that f E EX(M,) (Smith, 1982). This fact will be 
denoted by S E EX(M, , M2, . . . . M,). For a, b E N u (It), C(n, EXZ) = 
{Sl t-f,, M,, ..., M,) SE EX(M,, MZ, . . . . M,)}. Different members of the 
team will infer different member of S. Given an f E S it is impossible to tell 
which team member(s) will actually infer f: A team is considered to have 
output a program when one its members produces an output. In (Smith, 
1982) it was shown that C(n, EX,*) E C(n’, EXE,) iff [n’ > n and n’ (b’ + 1) 
>n.(b+ l)] and C(n, EX”,)zC(n’, EX:) iff n’>n.(l+ /-a/(~‘+ 1)J). 
These resuts were used, with the results of (Pitt, 1984) relating probabilistic 
inference precisely with team inference, in (Pitt and Smith, 1988) to reveal 
the trade-offs between pluralism and plurality. 
For implemented inference systems, both the number of mind changes 
and the number of anomalies tolerated are typically very small. The pre- 
viously discovered results say nothing about these restricted cases. The goal 
of this paper is to find an informative and nontrivial predicate P such that 
C(n, EX:) E C(n’, EX”,:) iff P(n, n’, a, a’, b, b’) holds. The positive partial 
results that we do obtain depend on simulating one inference team by 
another. The intent of the simulation is for one machine to infer every 
function that the team did. The next section gives examples of two basic 
techniques that are used in all the simulations that follow. 
Most of the results presented in the preceding papers consisted of 
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necessary conditions for two classes to be incomparable. Smith (1982) 
obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for special cases of the above 
problem. (Special cases considered were a = a’ = *, m < n; and b = b’ = +, 
m < n.) The basic motivation for solving the above problem is given below. 
Given a collection of m machines it is clear that any other collection of size 
n for n B m can simulate the m machines. Now is it possible to do so when 
n < m? If so, how efficiently can it be done? In this paper we will try to 
formalize the above idea in a very general way. 
II. PATCHING AND AMALGAMATION 
Consider the following scenario. Given two IIMs, M, and M,, we will 
construct another IIM M, that will simulate M, and M, using the follow- 
ing algorithm. M waits until the team outputs a program, say pr, and then 
M outputs p,. Then, if the team outputs another program p2, M outputs 
a program which, when given an input, runs both p1 and p2 on that input 
in parallel until one of them gives an answer If both give an answer, 
then M chooses the output from the lexicographically least program. We 
will denote this program by {pl, p2} and call the above program the 
amalgamation of p, and pz. M also dovetails p, and pz on the input seen 
so far. The moment it finds a disagreement between the input seen so far 
and the results of the dovetail, it outputs a new guess: p,, if the mistake 
was in p2 and vice versa (i.e., M has eliminated the wrong program). We 
have just shown that C(2, KY:) c C( 1, EX:). The amalgamation technique 
was introduced in (Case and Smith, 1983) and also used in (Pitt, 1984; Pitt 
and Smith, 1988; Valiant, 1984). 
We use the concept of patching to show that C(2, EX~) c C(l, EL:). 
Again we will construct an M to simulate M, and M,. As in the previous 
case, suppose M, and M, output p1 and then pz. A4 outputs p1 and then 
{ pl, pz}. M then looks for a mistake in the amalgamation by dovetailing 
pI and p2 on the inputs seen so far. If it never finds a mistake, then 
{p, , pz} is the correct program. If it finds a mistake, it remembers where 
the mistake occurred and outputs a new guess, which is a essentially 
{p,, p2) patched with a table containing the correct value where the 
mistake occurred. We will denote this program by (pl, pz}‘. Now the 
machine looks to eliminate one of the programs pl, pz by looking for two 
mistakes in any one of the programs, remembering the previous mistake. 
Suppose it does not find two additional mistakes. Then M has found at 
most one anomaly, for a total of two including the previous one which it 
has patched. Hence in this case the simulation works. If an additional 
mistake is found a new guess is produced. This guess is either p1 or pz, the 
one which did not have the two errors. Clearly C(2, KY;) c C( 1, EX:). 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose an TIM M is simulating m IIMs M,, M,, . . . . M,. 
Assume the M,, M,, . . . . M, are allowed only one guess, then the worst case 
number of mind changes for M occurs when 
1. Each M; (1 < i < m) outputs a program. 
2. The errors in any program which are output by M, , M2, . . . . M, are 
discovered by M only after each M, has output its program. 
Proof We will prove this lemma for the m = 3 case only. The general 
case easily follows. Assume the second condition of the lemma is violated 
by the team. Suppose the team outputs a guess pI. Since M is assumed to 
be performing an accurate simulation, it outputs p1 since this could be the 
only guess output by the team. Suppose the machine M eliminates the 
guess p1 by discovering enough errors before the next guess is output by 
the team. Then M can output the program p2 which is the next guess by 
the team. Now the machine M again eliminates the guess p2, by discover- 
ing enough errors before the next guess is output by the team. Then M 
waits for the last program p3, to be output by the team and then outputs 
p3. Since the first two guesses by the team were incorrect, the third guess 
must be the correct one. Hence M simulates the team with three guesses. 
But if the second condition in the lemma was not violated by the team, 
then before M could discard pl, the team outputs its second guess. Now M 
has to output {pl, p2}, since it does not know which one of the guesses is 
the correct one. Now M dovetails {pl, p2} on the inputs seen so far, so 
that it can eliminate the wrong program. However, again by the second 
condition of the lemma, if the third guess p3 is output by the team before 
M eliminates any guesses, then M must amalgamate p3 with p1 and p2; i.e., 
M must output {pl, pz, p3}. Now M can dovetail {pl, pz, p3} on the 
input seen so far and discover errors in one program and output a new 
guess, eliminating the wrong one from the amalgamation. We will denote 
this program by ({ pl, pz, p3 1). Similarly M can eliminate another 
program from the amalgamation and output (( {p, , p2, p3})). If the second 
condition of the lemma is not violated the machine M needs five guesses. 
Hence if the second condition is not violated M needs more guesses. Also, 
clearly if the first condition in the lemma is not met M makes fewer guesses. 
Hence the first and the second condition should be satisfied for M to have 
the maximum number of mind changes. 1 
There are several different conditions which will lead to the worst case 
mind change for M. Note that the second condition in the lemma can be 
changed to “The errors in any program which are output by M,, . . . . M, 
are discovered by M only after at least one more Mi (1 < i < m) has output 
its program” and still cause M to have the maximum number of mind 
changes. Using the above example M will output p,, then {pl, pz}. Now 
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it can eliminate one program from the amalgamation and output 
({pi, p,}). M then amalgamates the teams last guess p3 with ({p,, p2 j) 
and outputs a new guess .( ((p, , p2 1). p3}. Observe that there are only two 
programs in the amalgamation. So M can eliminate one more from the 
amalgamation by dovetail on the input seen so far to output a new guess 
( { ( { pl, pz > ), p3 > ). Hence M needs live guesses in all to simulate the team. 
Which is the same as in the case of the lemma. However, without loss of 
generality the proofs of all the results given below, we will assume the 
conditions given in the above lemma. The above assumption makes the 
proofs easier. 
III. SIMULATING A TEAM WITH ONE CONJECTURE 
USING A SINGLE IIM 
THEOREM 2. (Vm > l)(Vu, b E N)[b < 2(m-- 1) =z. C(m, EX:) - 
CCL J=g # @I. 
Proof: Let m > 1 and a, b E N and M be any IIM. Assume b < 2(m - 1). 
We will construct a set S such that SE C(m, EXZ) - C( 1, KY;). The follow- 
ing is an intuitive description of S, a set of recursive functions. Given a 
f~ S there will be at most m - 1 other recursive functions in S which will 
have some same initial segment as J: In the longest such common initial 
segment there will be at most m special integers one of which will 
describe J We will choose the special integers to be odd integers. Formally, 
f E S if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
1. f(x) is odd for no more than m distinct values of x. 
2. There exists x and j such that f(x) = 2j+ 1 and qj =f: 
For anyfE S, the ith member of the team on input fexecutes the following 
algorithm. 
Begin M, 
1. Wait for the ith odd integer in the range off, say k 
2. Output (k- 1)/2. 
End M, 
By the definition of S, one of the m odd integers in the range off will 
describe f, therefore SE C(m, EXX). We will construct an f~ S such that, 
S$ EX;(M). To construct f we will use a n-ary recursion theorem. The 
following is an intuitive description of the theorem. We can construct n 
programs e, , . . . . e,, such that any program e, in the sequence can use every 
program, including itself, in the sequence as an explicit extra parameter. 
This recursion theorem is a special case of the operator recursion theorem 
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(Case, 1974). Given a program a,,,, we will abbreviate cpe,,, by fi,i. Using 
a m(m + 1)/2-ary recursion theorem and a finite extension argument we 
construct functions fi.l, f2,1, fi2, f3.,, f3.*, fi3, -.,fm.l, f+, -.,f,.,. For 
ie (1, . . . . rn} andjg (1, .,., i}, oi,i will denote the largest initial segment of 
f,,i constructed so far. 
Phase 0. Initialize. Set gi,i = 0. Let xi.j denote the largest value for 
which or, is defined so far. Set x1,, = 0 and (~i,,(xi,i) = 2cri.i + 1. Extend 
(T,., with more and more values of O’s until M(a,,,) is defined, say 
M(o,, 1) = q. If M(o,$ i) is never defined, then 6,. , becomes a total function. 
Then, f = (r i. 1 is the desired function. We are mostly interested in initial 
segments on which h4 changes its mind. We will use variables j,, jz, . . . . j, 
to keep track of on which initial segments M changes its mind. Since the 
first program was produced on input oi,i, set j, = 1. 
The following algorithm, executed in m stages, will yield an f that is 
desired. Each stage is divided into two phases. If some phase does not ter- 
minate then we would have the desiredf: 
Phase 1. In this phase we will construct m identical initial segments 
such that M on that segment outputs m programs. 
For i = 2 to m do Begin step i 
1. Set o,,, = o,+ ,,, for j= 1 to i (initialize ui,) 
0,.,(.x,,, + 1 =2x,,, + 1 for j= 1 to i (place a special integer) 
2. Now simultaneously execute steps (i) and (ii) below until step (ii) is satistied. 
(i) For jE {I, . . . . i} simultaneously extend c,,, with more and more values of 2j - 2 
(Each of the cl,, start with the same initial segment and branch out differently.) 
(ii) Look for the least IG { 1, . . . . i} such that M(o,,,) #q where q=M(a,+ ,,,,-, ). I f  
such a j is found, let j, be that j. Set q = M(a ,,,, ). 
3. Set u~,,~ = or.,, for k= 1. . . . . i- 1. (Update all the previous segments on which M 
changed its mind. Now we have i identical segments on which M has output i 
programs.) 
For any i, M changes its mind on 0 ,,,, (from u,_ ,,,,-, ). Otherwise there exists an i for 
which clause (ii) in step (2) is not satisfied. Then by clause (i) in step (2) the functions 
f,,, , . . . . f,,, are all total and pairwise infmitely different. Also M( f,,,)J = q for 1 <j< i. 
Since i> 2 it cannot be the case that qo,=f,,r and (~~=fi.~. (This technique of finding 
more than one function that causes the inference machine to converge to the same 
program was originally used in Barzdin, 1974. This technique is used extensively below.) 
There are exactly i odd integers in the range off,,, and&. By construction of the above 
functions they both belong to S. Hence the desired f  would be either f,,, or &. 
End step i 
Note that for each i, if and when the above loop terminates, ji, . . . . j, are 
now defined. ~r,~,, gz.i2, . . . . o,,,~~ will all have the same initial segment on 
which M outputs m programs, the last of which is q. Also each initial 
segment contains exactly m special integers. Let q = M(a,, j,). 
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Phase 2. Using the m initial segments obtain m - 1 mind changes by 
diagonalization. 
Fori=ltom-1doBeginstepi 
1. Set x = .r ,,,, 
2. Simultaneously execute steps (a), (b), and (c) for s= 1, 2. until condition (B) or 
(C) is satisfied. 
(a) Set ~t.,,k.,, + 1) = 0 
(b) Look for distinct points y,. . . . . J’~ in the set {X + 1, . . . . .u+s}, such that ‘py is 
convergent on those points. 
(c) See if M(u, ,,) #q. 
Condition (B). Therk exists yO, . . . . )‘. such that VJJ E { y,, . . . . J?.}. cp,(,v)J. Then set 
u ,+,.,,+,c-I= ;L;z;“z“ 
i 
for 2 E {y,, . . . . JJ,}; 
I.,, ’ for x ,+I.,,+,~~~“!.,, A - 4 (Y,, . ..1 ?“? } 
Extend 0, + l.,,+, with more and more values of O’s until M(u,+ ,,,,+,) # y. If such an exten- 
sion is not found then f, + ,,,,+, is a total recursive function and M( f, + ,, ,,+ ,)I = q. By the 
construction of oI+ ,,,, +, above,f,+ ,,,, +,ES and card({zIcp,(x)#f,+ ,,,, +,(-)})>a hence 
the desired f would be f, + ,,,,+, 
Condition (C). If M(u,, ,,) # q, then set O, + ,,,,+, = CJ ,,,, 
For each i the above loop terminates. Otherwise there exists an i for which condition (B) 
and (C) in step (2) is not satisfied. By clause (a) in step (2) f,,,, is a total function. By 
clause (c) in step (2), M( f,.,,)i =q, and by clause (b) program q computes a finite 
function. Hence f ,,,, $ &Y;(M). By the construction of u,, ,,, f ,,,, E S, therefore the desired 
f will bef,,,,. 
End step i 
Clearly if the above algorithm does not terminate, by the construction 
there will an f (one of the fi,j’s) such that f E S and f$ EXE(M). Suppose 
the above loop terminates, then M on gm,,m will output 2m - 1 programs. 
Let f = grn, jm ” {(xmxwn,,, } and let program coded by c(~,~, compute 
J: ClearlyfES andf$EX;(M). 1 
LEMMA 3. (Vm > l)(Vu, c E N)[c 3 (a+2)(m- 1) =E. C(m, KY:) c 
C(L -=qI. 
Proof Let m > 1, a E N, and A.!,, . . . . M, be a team of IIM’s. Assume the 
team outputs programs pl, p2, . . . . pm in that order. Now we will describe 
a IIM M to simulate the team of m machines. M outputs pl, (pl, p2>, 
{PI? P2, P3L ...? IPI? P23 ...3 pm>. Note that by Lemma 1 this leads to the 
worst case mind changes for the machine M. Now the machine M looks to 
eliminate programs from the amalgamation { pl, . . . . pm}. M dovetails each 
of the programs pl, . . . . pm on the input seen so far. If it discovers a + 1 
errors in any one of the p;s it eliminates the pi from the amalgamation. 
However, it could be the case that all the programs output by the team can 
have at most a errors. In which case M cannot eliminate any of the 
programs. If the errors in each program do not overlap and if all the errors 
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are convergent errors, then the amalgamation will have am errors in it. So, 
if M has to simulate the team with at most a anomalies, this cannot be its 
last guess. Hence, while M is in the process of looking for a + 1 errors, it 
outputs a new guess whenever it sees an error in any program pi. This new 
guess is essentially the same as the last guess with a table containing the 
correct value for the error in pi. A4 also remembers on which program the 
error occurred, so that if a program has more than a errors it can be 
eliminated from the amalgamation. The above procedure is repeated for 
every error M encounters. In the worst case, since there are m programs 
and the number of errors allowed is a, M has to make u(m - 1) patches. 
That is, it has to output u(m - 1) programs for patching. Now after 
u(nz - 1) patches M could discover a + 1 errors in m - 1 programs one at 
a time. In which case it has to eliminate the incorrect program from the 
amalgamation, one at a time; i.e., it has to output m - 1 new guesses to get 
the final correct guess. In all, M needs u(m - 1) + m + m - 1 programs, i.e., 
it needs (a+ 2)(m- 1) mind changes. m 
THEOREM 4. (Vm>l)(Vu,c~N)[C(m,EX;f)~C(l,EX~) iffc>2(m-1) 
andb>u+Lu(m-l)/(c-(2m-3))]]. 
Proof: (G) Let m > 1, a, CE N, and M,, . . . . M, be IIMs. Assume 
ca2(m- 1) and b>a+Lu(m- l)/(c-(2m-3))J Let L=a(m- l)/(c- 
(2m - 3)). We will construct a IIM M such that it will simulate the 
collection of m machines. For M to output the maximum number of 
guesses, by Lemma 1, the collection of m machines outputs m different 
programs. Without loss of generality let p,, p2, . . . . pm be the programs 
output in that order. M will use the following algorithm to simulate the 
team. 
Set count = 0. On input f(x), M executes the following steps in order. 
Initially, M outputs the first program produced by the team. If more than 
one guess is produced simultaneously, chose the lexicographically least one. 
Begin M 
(1) Let p be the last guess output by M. I f  the team output a new guess q on the input 
f(x), then output {q. P}. 
(2) Run all the programs output by the team on the input seen so far for <.u steps. 
(3) Eliminate programs which have greater than a errors from the amalgamation 
(elimination is a new guess) using results in step (2). 
(4) If  there are at least rL1 errors in the last program output by M and if count < c - 
(2~7-2) then 
(a) Patch the amalgamation (if M patches, then it outputs a new guess). 
(b) counr = col(nt + 1 
(c) Remember where the errors occurred, to be used in step (3). 
End M 
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By Lemma 1, for M to have the maximum number of mind changes, no 
errors can be discovered before the team has output all its m guesses. 
Hence M by step (1) outputs pl, {pi, pz}, . . . . {pl, pz, . . . . p,} before it 
starts patching. Now the machine M in step (4) is looking for rL1 errors 
to patch. Since c > 2(m - 1 ), M uses c - (2m - 2) guesses to do the patch- 
ing. Hence, the total number of patches possible is (c - (2m - 2))rLl. We 
will show that M simulates the team correctly, i.e., C(m, EX~) c (1, EX:). 
Case (1) All the programs in the amalgamation are correct. The 
maximum number of errors in the amalgamation is ma. This occurs when 
all the programs output by the m machines are correct with a convergent 
errors, and the errors in one program do not overlap with errors of other 
programs. Hence, none of the programs output by the team can be 
eliminated from the amalgamation. M finds (c - (2m - 2))rLl errors and 
patches them; in the worst case the total number of errors left is 
ma-(c-(2m-2))rLl. Now ma-(c-(2m-2))rL1=ma-(c-(2m-3)) 
rLl+ rL1. Suppose L is integer, then ma - (c - (2m - 2))rLJ = a + L. If L 
is not an integer, then ma - (c - (2m - 2))rLlG a + LL J. 
Case (2) Some of the programs in the amalgamation are correct. If 
M discovers all the incorrect programs it will eliminate them. Therefore M 
simulates the team correctly. If it cannot discover any of the errors, then 
the errors are errors of omission. The errors of omission in the amalgama- 
tion do not create additional errors. Suppose M uses all its c - (2m - 2) 
guesses to patch. Then by Case (1) the remaining number of errors in the 
amalgamation is less than or equal to a + LLJ. Suppose A4 has not used all 
its c - 2m + 2 guesses to patch, then it has not found rL1 errors in the 
amalgamation. That is, it has discovered at most LL J errors. It is also 
possible for the correct program to have a total of a errors of omission. The 
rest of the programs in the amalgamation can have a errors of omission at 
the same place as the correct one. Hence in the worst case, the maximum 
errors possible is a + La(m - l)/(c - (2m - 3))J This proves the “only if” 
part. 
(=E-) Let m> 1, a, CE N, and Mi, . . . . M, be IIMs. Let M be any IIM. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that C(m, EX;f) G C( 1, EX:) and either 
c < 2(m - 1) or b <a + La(m - l)/(c - (2~2 - 3)) _I. 
If c < 2(m - 1) and C(m, EX;f) s C( 1, EX:). Then by Theorem 2 (Vb E k4) 
C(m, EX:) - C( 1, EX:) # 0. Therefore C(m, KY:) - C( 1, EXfi) # 0. This 
is a contradiction, hence C(m, EX;) c C( 1, EXE) implies c 2 2(m - 1). 
Suppose ca2(m- 1) and b<a+La(m- l)/(c-(2m-3))J. 
We will define a set S such that SE C(m, EX;) - C(EXi). The following 
is an intuitive description of S, a set of recursive functions. Given a f~ S 
there will be at most m - 1 other recursive functions in S which will have 
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the same initial segment as jY In that common initial segment there will be 
at most m special integers one of which will describe an a variant ofJ: We 
will choose the special integers to be odd integers. Formally, f~ S if and 
only if the following two conditions hold: 
1. f(x) is odd for no more than m distinct values of X. 
2. There exists x and j such that f(~) = 2j + 1 and cp, = u 1: 
For any f E S, the ith member of the team on input ,f executes the 
following algorithm. 
Begin M, 
1. Wait for the ith odd integer, say k. 
2. Output (k- 1)/Z. 
End M, 
By the definition of S, for any f E S one of the m integers in f will 
describe it except at most at a anomalous inputs. Therefore SE C(m, EX:). 
We will construct an f such that, f E S and f .$ EXf(M). Given a program 
or,,,, we will abbreviate cp, ~ by fi,k. Using a m(m + 1)/2-ary recursion 
theorem and a finite extension argument we construct functions f,,k for 
jg(l,..., m>, and kE(l,..., j}. ForjE(l,..., m),.and ke{l,..., j} let c,,k 
denote the largest initial segment offi,k constructed so far. Let xj.k denote 
the largest value in the domain of o~,~. 
Phase 0. Initialize. Set x 1.1 =o, o,,k=@, and ~,,,(.~,,,)=2%,1 + 1. 
Extend c,, 1 with more and more values of O’s until M(o,,,) is defined, 
M(rz ,, I ) = q. If M(a ,, , ) is never defined then (T,, , becomes a total function 
which will serve as our J Throughout this proof q will denote the current 
guess of M on the f defined so far. We are mostly interested in initial 
segments on which M changes its mind. We use variables k,, k,, . . . . k, to 
keep track of on which initial segments A4 changes its mind. Since the first 
mind change was on 0,. , , we set k, = 1 (note that A4 has output one 
program). 
The following algorithm when executed will yield the desiredf: The algo- 
rithm is divided into 3 phases. If some phase fails to terminate we would 
have the desiredf: 
Phase 1. Construct m identical initial segments such that M on that 
segment outputs m programs. 
For j = 2 IO m do Begin step j 
1. Set a,,, = u,;- ,,] for k = 1 to j (initialize o,/.~) 
~Jx,,~ + 1) = 2~,,~ + 1 for k = 1 to j (place special integers) 
2. Now simultaneously execute step (i) and (ii) below until condition (II) is satislied. 
(i) For kE { 1, . . . . j} simultaneously extend o,,~ with more and more values of 
2k - 2 (each o,,~ start with the same initial segment and branch out differently) 
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(ii) Look for the least k E { 1. . . . . j) such that M(ci,,,) # y, where q = M(cr,-k.ij,-,). 
3. Set o/,~~= u,.~, for l= 1, . . . . j- 1 (update all the previous segments on whtch M 
changed its mind. Now we have j identical segments on which M has changed its 
mind j times) 
Condition (II). If there exists ks il. . . . . j} such that M(c,/.~) fq. Let k, be least such a k 
and set q = M( u,,~,). 
For each j. M changes its mind on o,,~,. Otherwise there exists an i and a j for which con- 
dition (II) is not satisfied. Then by clause (i) in step (2) the functions f,, , , . . . . j;,, are total 
and pairwise infinitely different. Also by clause (ii) in step (2) M( A,,)1 = q for 1 <k < j, 
By the construction of the above functions they each belong to S. Since j > 2 it cannot 
be the case that qy = “f,, , and ‘pq = ‘fi,?. Hence the desired .f would be either f,, , or ,&,z. 
End step j. 
Note that for each i, if and when the above loop terminates, k, , . . . . k, are 
defined. gl,k,, flZ,k?, . ..> cm,k,, all have the same initial segment on which M 
has output m programs. Also each initial segment contains exactly m 
special integers. 
Phase 2. Use the m identical segments, diagonalization techniques, and 
anomaly markers to obtain mind changes. 
We will obtain c + 3 - 2m mind changes for M using diagonalization and 
by placing anomaly markers in the domain of (T~,~,. Let q = M(G~,~,). 
First consider the case when La(m - l)/(c + 3 - 2m) J d a. We will 
diagonalize against the current guess of 44, using the segments 
Ol.k,, ...) O,n- I.k,,-,’ Also, we make sure the number of points at which a,&, 
(for j < m), is different from am,k, is not greater than a. We use the variable 
Diag to keep track of the number of errors on each segment. The variable 
t is used to keep track of the number of differences between (pI! and a,,,&,. 
When t reaches the value La(m - l)/(c + 3 - 2m) J, using a anomaly 
markers we force M to change its mind. Set t = 0. 
For j = 1 IO nr - 1 begin step j 
(d) Set Diug = 0 
($9) While Diug < a do 
Execute step (a) and (b) simultaneously until a point J’, is found in step (b). and 
then the rest in order. 
(a) Extend o,,~, with 0’s. 
(b) Dovetail ‘pV on all the points in the extension made to u,,~, until a convergent 
point y, is found. 
If program q does not halt, then it is computing a finite function. The function &, 
is a total function. Let ,j”=~,,,~v ((x,~,,~,(x))/I>z,,~,~. Then M( /)l =q. 
Therefore f# U’:(M). By construction of G,,~,, f~ S, hence we have the desired J 
(c) Set Diag = Diug + 1 and I = r + 1 
(d) If t=Ln(m- l)/(e+3-2m)J then do 
(I) set 
~m,k”,L~) = 
2 2 2cp&h if-ye {J+, . . . . J,-i}; 
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Set t=O 
Place a anomaly markers r,, . . . . t, on consecutive values, starting from the 
least point not yet in the domain of ~r,,,~,. Since o,,~,, is defined Vx < I,,,+ 
the anomaly markers will be placed at pomts x,,,~, + 1, . . . . .Y,,,~, + a. Execute 
the steps 3, 4, and 5 simultaneously until condition (IV) or (V) is satisfied. 
Extend o,,,~, with more and more values of O’s except at the points where the 
anomaly markers are kept. 
Dovetail (p4 at the points t,, . . . . 1,. 
Let 7 = G,,~, u ((x,O)If,<x<l,}. See if M(T)#q. 
Condition (IV). If q,(.u)J for all x such that t1 <x < 1,. Then set o,,k,(.~) = 
2 i UP,, for t, <x < I,. Extend r~,,~, with more and more values of o’s 
until M(um,J # q. If M does not chage its mind, on some extension of o~,~,, 
then fm, k,. is a total function and M( f,.k,)J = q, Clearly fm.k, E S, and f,,,k, 
differs at least at a+ La(m- l)/(c+3 - 2m)J points from ‘pq. Hence 
fm,p,$ EXa(M). Hence the desiredfisfm.,m. Suppose M changes its mind on 
some extension of r~,,~, then set q = M(a,,,-). Extend r~,,~,, __., on,- ,,k,m, to 
match CT,,,~,,. 
Condition (V). If M(r) fq then set q= M(r) and set u,,,+(x)=0 for 
I, <x< 1,. Extend u~,~,, . . . . u~-,,~,_, to match G~,~,. Note that if condi- 
tion (IV) is satisfied then o,,~, differs from u,,,~, at most at 
La(m - l)/(c + 3 - 2m)j points. 
If conditions (IV) and (V) are never satisfied. then fm.k, is defined 
everywhere except at the points 1,. _.., t,. Since condition (IV) was not 
satisfied there exists some anomaly markers {I,, , ,.,, f,,} G (t,, . . . . 1,) for r <a 
for which program q does not halt. Hence ‘py is undefined at points t,, . . . . . I,,. 
Let/be the function defined as follows: 
fm,.k,(X). 
f(x) = 2 2 29,(x), 
i 
ifx$ {t,, . . . . 1,); 
if.x$ {r,,, . . . . I,,}; 
0. otherwise. 
Now M(f)J =q and f= Of,,k,. Hence fe S. but card({xlq,(x) # 
f(x)}) > b, therefore f # EXt(M). If condition (IV) or (V) is satisfied, we can 




End step j 
If Phase 2 is not completed then we would have the desired f: Suppose 
Phase 2 is completed. Then A4 has changed its mind a(m - l)/La(m - l)/ 
(c + 3 - 2m)_l times, i.e., at least c + 3 - 2m times on the segment (T,,.~,. 
Now if La(m - l)/(c + 3 - 2~2) J > a then the errors are distributed to more 
than one initial segment. Hence each aj k for j= 1, . . . . m - 1 varies from 
u m.k, at most at a points at the end of this Phase. Let q = M(o,,km). 
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Phase 3. Using the initial segments force M to change its mind rn - 1 
times by diagonalization. 
For I= 1 10 nr - I do begin srep j 
I. Set I = .Y,,~,. 
2. Simultaneously execute steps (a), (b), and (c) for s = 1. 2. until condition (B) or (C) 
is satisfied. 
(a) Set u,,~,(.Y + s) = 0 
(b) Look for b + 1 distinct points in the set {X + 1. _.,, x +sl on which ‘py is 
convergent. 
(c) See if M(u,,,~ ” (U,.k, - Um.k,)) # 4. 
Condition (B). If there exists y. ,..., J,, such that VJ~E jyO. ..,, J,,) cp,( y)J. 
Then set 
2 1 2cp,(,-), 
ud&)= u 
i 
ifie {vo3 . . . . L.~}; 
(:) 
J.4 ’ if.~,+,,k,+, <--<.x,,,~ A --$ (.vo, . . . . yh) 
Extend om,k, with more and more values of O’s until M(cT,,,~,) # q. If such an extension 
is not found thenf,,,,m is a total recursive and M( f,,k,)l = q, By the construction of r~,,,~, 
above, f,,,k, E S and card( {xl (p4 #fm.k,} ) > b, hence j”,,,,, # KY:(M). Therefore the 
desired f would be fi,k,. Suppose M changes its mind on some extension of (T,,~,, let 
q=M(u,,+). For j+ I <l<m- 1 set 
u,.$) = Um.k&) for x I.k, G ; s -~m,k; 
Condition (C ). If M( u,,~,~, u (o,,~, - o,,,.~,)) Z 4. Then set q = M(u,,,.~~ u (u,.k, - u,,&). 
Forj+l<I<mset 
U,.kl(--1 = u,.!$) for xLki < c < .Y,,~, 
For each j the above loop terminates. Otherwise there exists a j for which conditions (B) 
and (C) are not satisfied. By clause (a) in step (2) &, is a total function. Let 
/= Um.k,, ” ( h.k, - Urn& ). By clause (c) in step (2), M( f )J = q, and by clause (b) 
program q computes a finite function. Hence f$ EXf(M), by construction of g,,k,f~ S; 
therefore we have the desiredf: Hence for each j. M is forced to change its mind. 
End step j 
Clearly, if the algorithm does not terminate, by the construction there will 
be an f such that f E S and f$ EX$(M). Now if the above algorithm 
terminates, then M on u,,,~, will output m + c + 3 - 2m + m - 1 programs. 
Hence A4 makes c + 1 mind changes. This contradicts the assumption that 
M only makes e mind changes. Let f= cm.k, u ((x, 0) / x > x,.+ f. Clearly 
f~ S and f$ KY;(M) for every h < a + La(m - l)/(c + 3 - 2m)J. 1 
The following lemma. is a consequence of Theorem 2.6 of (Case and 
Smith, 1983). 
LEMMA 5. (Vm>l) and (V~EFU) if b<a then [C(m,EX;)- 
C(1, EXb,) # Izr. 
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In all the results obtained so far, we derived necessary and sufficient 
conditions, for a single machine to simulate a team of machines, with each 
member of the team allowed one guess. In the rest of this section we will 
derive necessary and sufficient conditions for a single machine to simulate 
a team of machines, with each member of the team allowed a finite number 
of guesses. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose an IIM M is simulating a team of m IIMs 
Ml, M?, ..., M,. Assume each member of the team is allowed at most a 
guesses, for some a E N. Then the worst number of mind changes for M 
occurs when the following two condition hoid. 
1. Each M, (1 6 j < m) outputs a programs. 
2. Let the i th d a guess of the Mi th machine be pj.i. Suppose M, for 
16 j 6 m has outputs its i th guess, then the next guess by machine Mj can 
only be output, if M has eliminated pi., from its amalgamation. 
Proof. We will prove this lemma for the case m = 3 and a= 2. The 
proof of the general case is similar. This proof is a generalization of the 
proof of Lemma 1. If any member of the team fails to output all of its allot- 
ment of guesses, then any IIM simulating the team will have fewer 
programs to consider, making its job easier. Hence, condition (1) is 
satisfied. Suppose the team initially output programs pl, 1, pz,, , p3, 1 in that 
order, Moutputs prwamspl,l, {P,,~, Pi,,}, {P,.,, P~,~, PIN}. Suppose by 
way of contradiction that condition (2) is not satisfied. Then the team can 
output another guess, before any elimination. With out loss of generality, 
assume that M, outputs its next guess, P~.~. Then immediately M changes 
its guess to (P~.~, P~,~, p3.1 }. Now if M discovered errors in the program 
pl.l before M, outputs a new guess, then M will first output ( p2. Ir p3,, 1, 
then wait for M, to output its new guess and output { P~,~, p2,, , p3,, }. 
Clearly condition (2) implies that any simulator of the team will output 
more conjectures. 1 
Now to make the proof of the following theorem easier, we will in 
addition to the two conditions given above make the following assumption. 
Any M, can output its (i + 1 )th guess only if every other team member has 
output its ith guess and M has eliminated all the programs from the 
amalgamation except pk,i for k # i. Observe that making this assumption 
does not change the number of mind changes for M. 
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IV. SIMULATING A TEAM WITH A SINGLE IIM 
THEOREM 7. (V~IM>~) (a,h,c~N)), [C(m,EX;)cC(l,EX;)] if and 
only if c > a and 
PIYWJ: (e) This proof shows that La(m - 1 )/(c - a + 1 )A (b + 1) + 
2mb+ La/(c-a+ 1)) b+2(m- 1) mind changes is sufficient for some M 
to simulate a team of m machines. Let a, b, c E N, and M,, MZ, . . . . M, be 
a team of IIMs. Assume c 3 a and d 3 La(m - 1 )/(c - a + 1) J (h + 1) + 
2mb + La/(c - a + 1) J b + 2(m - 1) J. The i th guess by the machine Mj will 
be denoted by pj.i. We will construct a machine M which will simulate the 
team of m machines. By Lemma 6 for M to have the maximum number of 
mind changes, the team should output all the allotted m(b + 1) programs. 
In addition, each member of the team should only output its jth guess only 
after every other member has output their (j- 1 )th guess and M has 
eliminated all but one program from the amalgamation. M will simulate 
the team using the following algorithm. Suppose the team guesses 
programs pl,, , . . . . prn.i. Assuming the worst case mild change for M by 
Lemma 6, it will output p,, , , { p 1, , , p?, i }, . . . . { pl. 1, . . . . pm., > (M has output 
m guesses). Again by Lemma 6 and the assumption we made, for M to 
have the maximum number of mind changes, the team should not output 
any more guesses until M has eliminated all but one program from the 
amalgamation {p,. , , . . . . pm, 1 }. Now M dovetails each pi, 1 for 1 < i < m on 
the input seen so far. It looks for c -a + 1 errors in the amalgamation to 
patch. When M makes a patch it also remembers the programs that had 
the errors. M eliminates a program from the amalgamation when it 
discovers a + 1 errors in that program. M uses La(m - l)/(c + 1 - a)_l of its 
guesses to do the patching. For M to have the maximum number of mind 
changes, it has to use all La(m - 1 )/(c + 1 - a) J guesses to do the patching 
before it starts eliminating programs from the amalgamation (M has 
output m + La(m - 1 )/(c + 1 -a) J guesses). Now again by Lemma 6, M 
eliminates all but one program, pI,l for some 1 d i 6 m from its amalgama- 
tion (M has output 2m - 1 + La(m - 1 )/(c + 1 - a) j guesses. 
Suppose Mi is the member of the team which outputs the next guess, 
then M can immediately change its guess to what was output by Mi. But 
if the new guess is from a machine M, for i # j, then M has to amalgamate 
P I, 1 and P,,~ and output a new guess {P~,~, p,,,) (M has output 2m + 
La(m - 1 )/(c + 1 - a) J guesses). Now M starts to dovetail {pi,, , pj.2} on 
the input seen so far and looks for c + 1 - a errors and uses La/c + 1 -a) J 
of its guesses to patch the program {p,, ], p,,*} (M has output 
2m + La(m - l)/(c + 1 - a) J + La/(c + 1 -a) J guesses). M also looks for 
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a + 1 errors, in any one of the amalgamated programs, so that it 
can eliminate that program from its amalgamation. Again by Lemma 6 
for the worst case number of mind changes, M should finish its patching 
before it eliminates pi, i (M h as output 2m + La(m - l)/(c + 1 -a)] + 
Lu/(c + 1 - a)1 + 1 guesses). 
So far, a team member Mj has output two gesses pi., , pj.* and every 
member has output its first guesses. M has output a total of 2m + 
La(m - 1 )/(c + 1 -a) _I + Lu/(c + 1 -a) J + 1 guesses and its current is p,,?. 
Hence M needs 2m + Lu(m - 1 )/(c + 1 - a) J + Lu/(c + 1 - a) J guesses to 
eliminate the first guess of each member of the team. For M to have the 
maximum number of mind changes the team and M should repeat the 
above process. After each team member has output b of its allotted b + 1 
guesses, M would have output 2mb + Lu(m - l)/(c + 1 - a) J b + 
Lu/(c + 1 - a)1 b guesses. When each team member outputs its last guess, 
M has to amalgamate (m guesses) and then patch (Lu(m - 1 )/(c + 1 - a)] 
guesses) and then eliminate all the programs except one (m - 1 guesses). 
Hence, in all, M needs 2m - 1 + Lu(m - 1 )/(c + 1 - a) J additional guesses. 
Totaling the above M needs Lu(m - 1 )/(c - a + 1) J (b + 1) + 2mb + 
Lu/(c - a + 1)_1 b + 2m - 1 guesses. 
(a) Let m > 1 and a, b, c E N. If c < a then by Lemma 5, C(m, EX:) - 
C( 1, EX;) # /zr and the theorem follows. Hence, suppose c 3 a. Let M be 
any IIM. We will prove the contrapositive: if d < Lu(m - 1 )/(c -a + l)] 
(b+1)+2mb+ju/(c-u+l)Jb+2(m-1) then C(m,EXz)-C(l,EX;) 
# 0. The following is an intuitive description of S, a set of recursive func- 
tions. Given a f~ S there will be at most m - 1 other recursive functions in 
S which will have the same initial segment as J In that common initial 
segment there will be at most (b + 1) m special integers one of which 
describe an a variant off: We will choose the special integers to be odd 
integers. Formally, f~ S if and only if the following two conditions hold. 
1. f(x) is odd for no more than (b + 1) m distinct values of x. 
2. Suppose card( {xlf(. ) Y is odd}) < m then there exists x and j such 
that f(x) = 2j+ 1 and ‘pi = “f: Otherwise let x1 be such that 
card({x>x, If(x) is odd))= m then exists an x >xl and j such that 
j”(x) = 2j + 1 and rp, = “f: 
For any fE S, ith member of the team on input f executes the following 
algorithm. 
Begin M, 
For j=O to b do 
(1) Wait for the (jm + i)th odd integer, say k 
(2) Output (k- 1)/2. 
End step j 
End M. 
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By the definition of S, for any f E S one of the last m integers in f will 
describe it except on at most a anomalous inputs. The team outputs the 
odd integers in a round robin manner. The last m guesses by the team are 
the last m odd integers, therefore SE C(m, ,5X:). We will construct an ,f 
such that, f E S and f $ EX>(M). Given a program cli. j,k, we will abbreviate 
(P,,,,~ by (P,,,.~. Using a(b + 1) m(m + 1)/2-ary recursion theorem and a 
finite extension argument we construct functions fr,,.k for ie (0, . . . . h), 
jg { 1, . . . . m}, and krz { 1, . . . . J’}. For iE (0, . . . . h), Jo (1, . . . . m), and 
k E { 1, . . . . j} let (T,.,,~. denote the largest initial segment of fi,i,k constructed 
so far. Let .x,,,,~ denote the largest value in the domain of crr,,,n-. 
Phase 0. Initialize. Set x0, 1. 1 = 0, a ,,,, k = 0, and c,,. ,, ,(x0, ,, 1 ) = 2a, 1. I
+ 1. Extend aO. ,, , with more and more values of O’s until M(a,,,, ,) defined. 
If Mao, 1. I 1 never becomes defined, then aO,,,, becomes defined on all 
arguments and is the desired jY Let q = M(a,, r, I ). Throughout this proof q 
will denote the current guess of M on the portion f defined so far. We are 
mostly interested in initial segments on which M changes its mind. We use 
variables k, , k,, . . . . k, to keep track of on which initial segments A4 
changes its mind. Since the first mind change was on aO, ,, , , we set k, = 1 
(note that M has output one program). 
The following algorithm executed in stages will yield the desiredf: Each 
stage of divided into four phases. If some phase fails to terminate we would 
have the desiredf: 
For i = 0 to h do Begin step i 
Phase 1. Constructing m identical initial segments such that A4 on that 
segment outputs m programs. 
For ,j = 2 to m do Begin .mb step i, j 
1. Set d ,,,, k = G,,, _ ,, i for k = I to j (initialize D ,,,, k) 
~,,,,k(-Y,,,.k + 1) = 2% ,.k + 1 for k = 1 to j (place special integers) 
2. Now simultaneously execute steps (i) and (ii) below until condition (II) is satisfied. 
(i) For k E { 1, ,,., j} simultaneously extend o~,,,~ with more and more values of 
2k-2 (each G,,,,~ start with the same initial segment and branch out dif- 
ferently) 
(ii) Look for the first found kE (1, . . . . j) such that M(u,,,,,) fq. where 
q=M(cl ,.,-I&-,). 
3. Set u,.~~~,= u,,,,~, for I= 1, __., j- 1 (update all the previous segments on which M 
changed its mind. Now we have j identical segments on which M has changed its 
mind j times). 
Condition (II). If there exists ke { 1, ...l j} such that M(u,,,,,) #q. Let /c, be at least such 
a k and set q = M(u,J. 
For any i, for each j. M changes its mind on u ,,,, k,. Otherwise there exists an i and a j 
for which condition (II) is not satisfied. Then by clause (i) in step (2) the functions 
f,,,,i. . . . . f ,,,,, are total. Also by clause (ii) in step (2) M(f ,,,. ,J = q for 1 <k < j. By the 
construction of the above functions they each belong to S. Since j> 2 it cannot be the 
case that (p4 = ‘j”,,,,i and ‘pq = ‘,f,,,,z. Hence the desired ,f would be either f ,,,,, or f,, ,,z. 
End sub step i, .j. 
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Note that for each i, if and when the above loop terminates, k, , . . . . k, are 
now defined. ui.l,k,, c;.2,k2, ‘.., ~i,m.k, all have the same initial segment on 
which M has output m programs. Also each initial segment contains 
exactly m special integers. 
Phase 2. Use the m identical initial segments, diagonalization techni- 
ques, and anomaly markers to obtain mind changes. 
We will obtain La(m - 1 )/(c + 1 - a)] mind changes for M using techni- 
ques similar to the ones used in Theorem 4. Let q = M(ai.,,&). First con- 
sider the case when c + 1 -ad a. We will diagonalize against the current 
guess of M, using the segments ei. ,,li,r . . . . cl,,, _ I,k,-, . Also, we make sure 
the number of points at which gj,i,k, (for j< m) iS different from o;&+, iS 
not greater than a. We use the variable Diug to keep track of the number 
of errors on each segment. The variable t is used to keep track of the 
number of differences created between (py and (TI,,,k,,. When t reaches the 
value c + 1 -a, we will try to force M to change its mind. Set t = 0. 
For j = 1 to m - 1 begin sub step i, j 
(d) Set Diag=O 
(?3) While Diug <a do 
Execute steps (a) and (b) simultaneously until a J, is found in (b), and then 
the rest in order. 
(a) Extend o,,,,~, with 0’s. 
(b) Dovetail ‘p,, on all the points in the extension made to 6,,,,k, until a con- 
vergent point JJ/ is found. 
If program q does not halt, then it is computing a finite function. The func- 
tion f ,,,, Ir, is a total function. Letf=(rl,m,kmu {(x.f ,,,. k,(.~))I~>~,,m,k,}. Then 
M(f)j = q. Therefore f$ H;(M). By construction of r~~,,,~,. fa S. hence we 
have the desired f: Suppose in step (b) y, is found. 
(c) Set Diag=Diag+l andf=t+l 







u r.m.k,(X) = 
2’24i,(x). if.xE{p, ,..., y,-i}; 
u,.,&). if.~,.m,km +l~x~x,,,,,,andx4{y,,...,v,~,). 
Set r=O 
Place a anomaly markers t, , . . . . t, on consecutive values, starting from 
the least point not yet in the domain of o,,,,~,. Since (T,,,+, is defined 
vx G -Yi.??&, the anomaly markers will be placed at points x,,,,~ + 1, . . . . 
x ,.m,k,+a. Execute the steps 3, 4, and 5 simultaneously unti condi- 
tion (IV) or (V) is satisfied. 
Extend ~,,m,k, with more and more values of O’s except at the points 
where the anomaly markers are kept. 
Run program q on points t,. .._, t,. 
Let 7 = ~r,m.km u{(x,O)(t,<x<t,}.SeeifM(s)#q. 
Condition (IV). If q,(x)l for all such that t, <x< t,. Then set 
u,,,,~~(x) =2 - 2q,(x) for t, <x< 1,. Extend LT,,,,~, with more and 
more values of o’s until M(u,,,,,~ )#(I. If M does not change its mind, 
on some extension of c,,~,~, then .f,,,,,, is a total function and 
M3’82!3-R 
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ML& )l = 4. Clearly fr,m.k, ES, and fr,m,k, differs at least at c + 1 
points from (p4. Hence fr,,,+ I$ EX>(M). Hence the desired f is f,,m,k,. 
Suppose M changes its mind on some extension of (T,,,,~, then set 
4 = Mfl,.,+J. Extend u,,,,~,, ..., u,.,,- I.k,_, to match u~,~~,k,~ 
Condition (V). If M(r) # q then set q = M(r) and set u,,,,~,(.Y) = 0 for 
1, <u~f,. Extend o,.,.~,. . . . . ~,.,~~i.~,~, to match u,.,,~,,,. 
Note that if condition (IV) is satisfied then, g,,,,l, differs from CT,.,,~,,, at 
most at c + 1 -a points. 
Suppose conditions (IV) and (V) are never satisfied, then J,,,,+ is 
defined everywhere except at the points I,. . . . . t,. Since condition (IV) was not 
satisfied there exists some anomaly markers { l,, , . . . . I,,} c {I,. . . . . t,} for r < a 
for which program q does not halt. Hence (pq is undefined at points I,,, . . . . t,,. 
Let f be the function defined as follows: 
~.m.k,,b). 
B-x)= 2 2 b,(x), 
i 
if.u$ {r,, . . [,,I; 
if-X$ if,,, . . . . [,J: 
0. otherwise. 
Now M(f)1 =q and .f= Ufr,m,k,. Hence f~ S, but card( {xl q,(x) # 
f(x)}) > c, thereforefg EX>(M). If condition (IV) or (V) is satisfied. we can 




a,,,+,,,,+,(x)= 2 1 cpq(s), 
i 
if.rs (yO, . . . . Y,-,); 
~,,&L if.r L,il.k,,, <.~G.Y,,,kt * x4 {Y,....~ Y,-11 
End sub step i, j 
If Phase 2 is not completed then we would have the desiredf: If phase 2 
is completed then A4 has changed its mind La(m - l)/(c + 1 -a) J times. If 
c + 1 -u > a then the errors are distributed to more than one initial 
segment. Hence each o~,~,~, for j = 1, . . . . m - 1 varies from o,.,.~, at most at 
a points at the end of Phase 2. Let q = M(ai,,&. 
Phase 3. Using the initial segments force A4 to change its mind m - 1 
times by diagonalization. 
For j = 1 to m - 1 do begin sub step i, j 
1. Set x=x ,,,, k,. 
2. Simultaneously execute step (a), (b), and (c) for s = 1.2, . until condition (B) or 
(C) is satisfied. 
(a) Set a,,,,,,(~ + s) =O. 
(b) Look for c + 1 distinct points in the set {x + 1, . . . . .X +s} on which (p4 is 
convergent. 
(c) See if Mu,,, u(~~.,~,-~,,,.~ ))zq. 
Condition (B). If there’exkts y 
m 
0, . . . . y, such that Vy E { y,, . . . . y,} cp,(y)J. Then set 
U ,.m.a,(--) = 
2 - 2q,(=), ifie {yO, . . . . y,}; 
‘3,.,,!$)3 if.x i.,i 1.,,,,~‘~“4, A ;4 {Yo. . . . . Y,). 
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Extend a,.m.k, with more and more values of O’s until M(B,,,,~,) # q. I f  such a extension 
is not found thenh,m,k, is a total recursive function and M(j,.m,k,)J = q. By the construc- 
tion of u,,~,~, above, fi.m.k, E S and card((xl v4 #f,.rn.k,) I> c, hence hm.k, $ J%(M). 
Therefore the desired f  would be fi,m.k,. Suppose M changes its mind on some extension 
of ow.k,. let q = M(o,,,,k,). For j + 1 < I < WI - 1 set 
oz,,.ki(=) = ur.m.k,(=) for x d.ki Q ,- G .~mkm- 
Condition (c). If Mfv,,,,.kmU te,,,,k, - ~,.m.k,)f f 4. Then set (7= M(o,,,,km u 
(cr.,.k, - gi.m,k, )). For j + 1 < 1~ m set 
b,,,,ki(-)==or.,.k,(L) for x t.,.k, G; 6 X!,,.k, 
For each j the above loop terminates. Otherwise there exists an i and a j for which condi- 
tions (B) and (C) are not satistied. By clause (a) in step (2) fi,,,k, is a total function. Let 
f = *m.k, v (f;,,,k,- at.m.k, ). By clause(c) in step (2) M(f)1 = q, and by clause (b) 
program q computes a finite function. Hence f # .&I’;(M), by construction of u,,,,k, f c S; 
therefore we have the desiredf Hence for each j, M is forced to change its mind. 
End sub step i, j 
Using m initial segments and diagonalization and anomaly markers we 
have forced M to change its mind 2m - 1 + La(m - 1 )/(c + 1 - a)] times on 
the segment c~,~,~,. We will extend segments identical to u,,,,~, so as to 
diagonalize against M’s current guess. 
Phase 4. If i= b then skip this phase. Else use the last segment CT~.~,~, 
to force A4 to change its mind 2 + La/(c + 1 - a)_l times. 







Set ~r.O.O=u~.m.k, and ~,,O.I=~l.m.k,. 
Set ~,,o,o=%~.o+ 1 and ~,.o.I =%o.I + 1. 
Simultaneously extend o,,,,~ with more and more values of 0 and cri,o,, with more 
and more values of 2 until either M(G,,~,~) #q or M(o,~~,,) # q. Suppose M does not 
change its mind, then j& and &l are total recursive functions and M(f,.,,) = 
M(f,,,, ,) = q. But it cannot be the case that q =h,,,., and (p4 = J,O., Here the desired 
f  would be either f,.o,o or f,,o,I. Hence there should be an extension of u,,~,~ or Us,,.,, 
on which M will change its mind. Assume M changed its mind on (T,,~,~, where 
i, E { 0, 1 } (M is forced to change its mind). 
Set ~,.m.k, = ~r.O.lO. 
If  c+ 1 -ad a then using the a anomaly markers on (T,.~.~ and the method 
described in Phase 2, we can force Lu/(c + 1 -a)] mind changes for M. Set q to be 
the last program output by M on o,,~,~,,. 
Set x = x,,,,~,. Simultaneously execute steps (a), (b), and (c) for s = 1.2, . . until 
condition (B) or (C) is satistied. 
(a) Set a,,,,,Jx+s)=O. 
(b) Look for c + 1 -a distinct points in the set {Y + 1, . . . . x + s} on which qq is 
convergent. 
(c) See if W~,.m,k,) fq. 
Condition (B). There exists a y,, y<+ , _y such that VV E { .r,, . . . . y, + I -y} cp,(y)l. Then 
set 
~,,o.&) = 
2 1 %,(x), ifxE{.~,,...,Y~+,-.}; 
CT r.m.k,(X), forx,,,,,QxQ.Y,,,,k, A -v$ {yl, . . . . y<+l-,}. 
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Extend o,,~,,~ with more and more values of O’s until M(cr,,,,J # q. I f  such a extension is 
not found then f,,O,, is a total function and A4(j’,,0,,,)J = q. By the construction of o,,~,,~ 
above, card( {X 1 cp,(.x) #f,&x)}) > c and the desired f  would be f,.O,,O. Hence M must 
change its mind for some extension of ~,,a,~~,, Let q = M(o,,,,,) assuming M has changed 
its mind. 
Condition (CL Suppose M(u,.,,,J#q then. set D,.~,~~=(T ,.,,,. k,,, and q= Mlcr,.,,,“,). 
(Note that we have forced M to change its mind.) 
(7) Set ~,+l.l.I =f~~.~.~. 
(We have forced mind changes for M in steps (3) (5). and (6).) 
End step i 
Clearly, if the above algorithm does not terminate, by the construction 
there will be an f such that f~ S and f$ &Y;(M). Now if the above algo- 
rithm terminates, then M on (T~,,,~, will output [La(m - l)/(c - a + 1 )A 
(b + 1) + 2mb + La/(c - a + 1) J b + 2m - 11 programs. Let f = Ok,,+, u 
wGw-~>&.m.km }. Clearly f~ S and f#EX6(M) for every d< 
[La(m-l)/(c-a+l)J (b+l)+2mb+Lu/(c-a+l)jb+2(m-l)]. 1 
V. SIMULATING A TEAM WITH ZERO MIND CHANGES 
AND ANOMALIES WITH ANOTHER TEAM 
LEMMA 8. (Vn > l)(Va E F+J)[a 2 n - 2 3 C(n, EX:) c C(2, EXjj)]. 
Proof: Let n > 1, M,, . . . . M, be IIMs and a E N. We will construct two 
IIMs M; and A4; which will simulate the team of n machines. Suppose n 
is even. Then n = 2k for some k E N. Divide the team of n machines into 
two subteams each consisting of k machines. Now by Lemma 3 if 
ua2k-2 then C(k, IX:) E C(1, EXlj). Make M’, and ML simulate each 
subteam independently, hence if a 3 2k - 2 then C(n, IX:) E C(2, EXZ). 
Since n = 2k the result follows. Suppose n is odd. Then n = 2k + 1 for some 
kE N. By Lemma 3, for M; and M; to have the maximum number of 
mind changes the team of n members must output n programs, say 
p, , . . . . pk, . . . . p2k + 1. A4; and Mb simulate the team of n members using 
the following algorithm. M’, outputs pl, pk+?, (pktZ, P~+~), . . . . 
{P kf2, ..., pZk + , }. M’, has output 1 + k programs so far. Then M; has 
output 1 + k programs so far. Then M’ proceeds to eliminate k - 1 
programs from the amalgamation {pktZ, . . . . pzk+*}. Hence M; beeds to 
output at most a total of 2k programs. That is it needs 2k- 1 mind 
changes, since n = 2k + 1 M; needs n - 2 mind changes. M; outputs 
{Ply P2I.r iPlY P2, P3)> ...’ {pI,...,pk+I}. So far Mb has output k 
programs. But the amalgamation { p, , . . . . pk + , } has k + 1 programs. Hence 
it needs to output at most another k programs to eliminate the wrong 
programs from the amalgamation. Hence in all it, needs 2k - 1 = n - 2 
mind changes. Hence M’, and M; together can simulate a team of n 
members with n - 2 mind changes. 1 
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THEOREM 9. (Vrn>n>O)(Va~ N)[C(~,EX~)GC(~,EX~) if and only 
ifa>r2m/nl--21. 
Proof (e) Let aEN, m>n>O, and M,,M, ,..., M, be a team of 
IIMs. Call this team the A4 team. We will construct IIMs M;, . . . . ML (the 
M’ team) which will simulate the team of m machines. 
Case 1. n divides m (m mod n = 0). Divide the m team members into 
n equal subteams. Let each member of the M’ team simulate one of the 
subgroups, using the algorithm given in Lemma 3. Since each subteam has 
m/n IIMs, each member of the M’ team needs 2m/n - 2 = r2m/nl- 2 mind 
changes. 
Case 2. n does not divide m. Suppose n is even. Then n = 2k for some 
k E N. Divide the m member team into k subteams with each subteam 
consisting of at most rm/kl IIMs. By Lemma 8, each subteam can be 
simulated using two IIMs from the M’ team with rm/kl - 2 mind changes. 
But [m/k-j = [2m/2kJ = r2m/n’j. Hence, each member of the M’ team 
requires r2mJnJ - 2 mind changes. Suppose n is odd. Then n = 2k + 1 for 
some k E N. Divide the m member team into k subteams, with each sub- 
team having r2m/nl IIMs. There are m- kr2m/nl IIMs from the m 
member team which do not belong to any subteam. Usetwo IIMs from the 
n member team to simulate each subteam and one IIM from the n member 
team to simulate m - kr2m/nl left over IIMs from the m member team. By 
Lemma 8, [2m/nl- 2 mind changes are needed to simulate the subteams. 
By Lemma 3, 2(m- kr2m/nl)-2 mind changes are needed to simulate 
m - kr2m/nJ IIMs. 2m - 2kr2m/nJ = 2m - (n - 1 )r2m/nJ = 2m - nr2mlnJ 
+ r2m/nl. But 2m - nr2m/nJ d 0, hence 2m - 2kr2rnln-j < r2m/nJ. 
Consequently, the M’ team can simulate the A4 team using r2m/nl-2 
mind changes. 
(5) Let m > n > 0 and a E N. Let M,, . . . . M, be IIMs. We will prove the 
contrapositive: if a < r2m/nl- 2 then C(m, EX~) - C(n, EXZ) # a. The 
following is an intuitive description of S, a set of recursive functions. Given 
a f E S there will be m - 1 other recursive functions in S which will have the 
same initial segment as f: In that common initial segment there will be at 
most m special integers one of which will describef. We will choose 
the special integers to be odd integers. Formally, f E S if and only if the 
following two conditions hold. 
1. f(x) is odd for no more than m distinct values of x. 
2. There exists x and j such that f(x) = 2j + 1 and ‘p, = f: 
We will construct IIMs M’, , . . . . ML such that SE EX~(M’, , . . . . M:,). For 
any f E S, ith member of the above team on input f executes the following 
algorithm. 
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Begin M: 
1. Wait for the ith odd integer, say k. 
2. output (k- 1)/2. 
End M; 
By the definition of S, for any f E S one of the m special integers inf will 
describe J: Therefore SE C(m, EX:). We will construct an f such that, fg S 
and f$ EXjj(M,, . . . . M,). Without loss of generality we can assume that, 
each Mi (for 1 <i< n) outputs at most a + 1 guesses. From now on the 
word team will refer to the IIMs, M, , . . . . M,. Given a program u,.&, we will 
abbreviate (P~,,~ by &. Using a m(m + 1)/2-ary recursion theorem and a 
finite extension argument we construct functions hi., jE { 1, . . . . m} and 
k E (1, . ..) j}. For jE (1, . . . . m}, and k E { 1, . . . . j} let a,,k denote the largest 
initial segment off,,, constructed so far. Let xj.k denote the largest value in 
the domain of r~~,~. 
Phase 0. Initialize. Set x,, , = 0, Oj,k = 0, and ~t.t(xt.~) = 2~1.1 + 1. 
We will use variables ii, . . . . i, to keep track of the last program output by 
the IIMs M,, . . . . M,, respectively. Extend gl,i with more and more values 
of O’s until M,(a,.,) defined for some 1 <i< n. Let i, be that i. Let qi, = 
M,,(o,, r). Throughout this proof qi will denote the current guess of M, (for 
1 < i < n) on the portion f defined so far. We are mostly interested in inital 
segments on which the team changes its mind. We use variables 
k, > k,, . . . . k, to keep track of on which initial segments the team changes 
its mind. Since the first mind change was on gl,,, we set k, = 1. Note that 
team has output one program. 
The following algorithm executed in stages will yield the desiredf: Each 
phase is divided into stages. If some stage fails to terminate we would have 
the desired f: 
Phase 1. Construct m identical initial segments such that the M team 
on that segment outputs m programs. The Phase 1 construction is similar 
to the Phase 1 construction of Theorem 4. 
For j= 2 to m do Begin stage j 
1. Set u,,~ = a,- ,,, for k = 1 to j (initialize u,,,) 
Define CQ(X,,~ + 1) = ~cI,,, + 1 for k = 1 to j (place special integers) 
2. Simultaneously execute step (i) and (ii) below until condition (II) is satisfied. 
(i) For kE (1, . . . . j} simultaneously extend o,/.~ with more and more values 
of 2k - 2 (each c,,~ starts with the same initial segment and branch out 
differently) 
(ii) Look for the least kE [l, . . . . j} such that M,(o,,~)$ {ql, . . . . q.) for some 
1 Q i < n, where q,, _.., qn are the current guess by each team member. 
3. Set ~~.~,=fl~k, for I= 1, . . . . j- 1 (update all the previous segments on which the M 
team changed its mind.) 
Condition (II). There exists k E { 1, ,,.. j} and an 1 < i < n such that M,(a,,,) $ {q,, . . . . q,}. 
Let k, be least such k and i, be the corresponding i, set q,,= M,,(u,,~,). 
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For each j, one member of the team chages its mind on o+. Otherwise there exists a j 
for which condition (II) is not satisfied. Then by clause (I) in step (2) the functions 
f,, , , . . . . f,,, are total and distinct. Also by clause (ii) in step (2) for each i Q n, for all k < j, 
Mi(&) has converged to program 4,. I f  j > n then the team has only n guesses, since 
there are j distinct functions, there exists a j, such that the team cannot identifyf,,,O. If  
j< n then the team had output only j- 1 guesses. Since there are j distinct functions there 
exists a j, such that A,,, is not identified by the team. By the construction each of the 
above functions belongs to S. Hence the desired f  would be either f,, ,. or f,, ,, 
End step j. 
Note that if and when the above loop terminates, k,, . . . . k, are now 
defined. ol.k,, 02,kz> . ..> O,,,.k, all have the same initial segment on which 
team has output m programs. Also, each initial segment contains exactly m 
special integers. 
Phase 2. Using the initial segments, force the team to output m-n 
programs by diagonalization. We have to diagonalize against n programs, 
variable count is used to keep track of how many programs we have 
diagonalized against so far. Let D = { ql, . . . . qn}, count = 0. 
For j = 1 to m - 1 do begin stage j 
1. Set x = x,,~,. 
2. Simultaneously execute step (a), (b), and (c) for s = 1, 2, until condition (B) or (C) 
is satistied. 
(a) Set u,/.~,(x + s) = 0. 
(b) Look for a y  in the set {X + 1, . . . . x+s} on which q,(y) is convergent where 
qeD. 
(c) See if there exists an i such that M,(u&$ {q,, . . . . 4.). 
Condition (B). There exists qED and a point .v such that cp,(y)J. Then set D= D- {q}, 
count = count + 1 and 




j if.u,+I.k,+, <z<x,.~, A Z#Y. 
IF count = n then 
Extend u, + l,k,+, with more and more values of O’s until M,(cr, + l,k,+ ,) $ D for some i < n. 
I f  such a extension is not found then j,+l,k,+, is a total recursive function and 
Mi(f,+ Lk,,, )I = ql for all i 6 n. Also, by construction ‘pq, #f,+ ,,k,+, , for all 1 < i < n. 
Henccf,, l.k,+, # C(n, EX:). By the construction of or+ ,,‘(,+, above,f,+ ,,k,+, ES. Therefore, 
the desired f  would be J + l,k,+, Suppose there exists some i such that M, changes its 
mind on some extension of ~,+i.~,+,, set ql=M,(o,+,,,~+,), count=count- 1 and 
D=Du {q,), 
End If 
Condition (C). I f  there exists a i<n such that M,(c,.,,)#D. Then set D = D- {q}, q, = 
M,(o,,,.J count = count - 1, D = D u {q,} and 
End step j 
~,+I.k,+,(z)=u,/.k,(-) for -~,+l,k,+,~~~.y.k, 
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Suppose the above for loop does not terminate, then there exists a j for 
which Conditions (B) and (C) is not satisfied. By clause (a) in step (2)&, 
is a total recursive function. Let f = f&. By clause (c) in step (2) M,(f) 
converges to qi, and by clause (b) each qi computes a finite function. Hence 
f# C(n, EXI]), by construction of o~,~, f E S, therefore we have the desired 
f: Suppose the above loop terminates, then the team outputs m-n 
programs. Now on Phase 1, the team guessed m programs, hence the team 
has guessed a total of 2m - n programs. Now there a n members in the 
team, hence there is a member of the team which has guessed r(2m - n)/nl 
programs, i.e., r2m/nl- 1 programs. Hence if a < r2m/nl- 2 then C(n, 
Ex;) - C(2, El-:, # 0. I 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Simulation of a team of m IIMs with a single IIM was studied. 
Theorem 2 indicates that a single IIM with less than 2(m - 1) mind 
changes can never simulate a team of IIMs. Theorem 4 shows the exact 
trade-off between mind changes and anomalies for the single IIM when the 
team members are allowed zero mind changes. Theorem 7 generalizes all 
the above gives a precise bound on the number of mind changes and the 
number of anomalies for one IIM to simulate a team of IIMs. 
We have not completely succeeded in our goal of characterizing the 
trade-offs between a bounded number of anomalies, a bounded number of 
mind changes and a fixed number of inference machines. For example, our 
results tell us that C(3, EX:) G C(2, EX:). This is seen by breaking the 
three member team up into a two member team which can be simulated by 
a EX: type inference machine, and a single inference machine was, by 
definition can be simulated by the other EX$ type inference machine. 
However, our results do not tell us if (3, EX:) - C(2, EX:) # Iz(? 
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